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Thank you FROM THE
ManaginG Director

CASE STUDY

Reader response to our first edition of Landlord News
exceeded all expectations. The feedback was very
encouraging and confirmed that the Newsletter is
providing our industry with a greater understanding
of the importance of essential safety measures in
commercial properties. We thank you for your support
of Landlord News and trust this Summer edition
continues to meet expectations and that you will keep
providing us with valuable comments and suggestions
for use in future editions.

A car retailer with 4 sites rang the AESI office seeking
urgent assistance. He was selling the four properties but
did not realise that part of the terms of sale required an
Essential Safety Inspection and an audit report prepared
for each site.

From all of us at AESI we wish you a safe,
enjoyable Christmas and a Happy New Year.
David Hassett

MEET OUR PROFESSIONAL
INSPECTORS
Experienced in all aspects of inspecting Essential Safety
Measures in commercial properties AESI Inspectors
have forged a reputation of carrying out their duties in
a polite, non-intrusive and thorough manner. Under the
AESI banner they are responsible for delivering more
than 4000 inspection reports each year.

…how a Landlord problem was solved.

We were able to quickly assign 2 of our Inspectors to the
job, complete the inspections and provide the audit report
within the required time frame. The non-compliant safety
measures were identified in the report, quickly rectified
and the sale was finalized.

BEWARE SUMMER FIRES!

Know Your Fire Extinguisher
Fire extinguishers come in all shapes and sizes and are
suited for many different purposes and applications.
The extinguishers are labelled with their contents and
use and are easily identified by either the colour of the
cylinder or a coloured band running around the middle
of the cylinder.

Most Common Fire Extinguishers
• ABE Powder Dry Chemical (White Band) Fire allrounder used for paper, wood, textile, oil, electrical
• BE Powder Dry Chemical (White Band) Used for oil,
liquid and electrical fires
• CO2 Fire Extinguisher (Black Band) Used for paint,
oil, electrical and other liquid fires. CO2 is more suited
for server rooms with computers and/or electrical
equipment
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• Stored Pressure Water (Red cylinder no band) Used
for wood, paper, rubbish fires but is NOT to be used
for electrical or flammable liquid fires
• Stored Pressure Foam (Blue cylinder or blue band)
Used for oil and flammable liquid fires but NOT
electrical fires

ESSENTIAL SAFETY MEASURES…
WHO’S RESPONSIBLE?
Typically building owners, agents, and tenants are those
responsible for a commercial facility as defined by the
2006 Building Regulations and may be liable if the
safety standards are not adhered to.

Landlord Responsibility
The owner or authorised agent of a commercial
property is responsible for the property meeting the
2006 statutory building regulations. This includes
having records of maintenance checks and repair work
carried out by the tenant being available on request to
authorities. With new tenancies the owner needs to
ensure safety measures are up to date and properly
maintained.

Tenant Responsibility
The tenant of a commercial property (usually in
conjunction with the lease) has the responsibility to
ensure the essential services are properly located and
maintained at a level that ensures correct operation in
an emergency.

onus on owners corporation

When engaging service providers/contractors, Owners
Corporation must be aware of their obligation to ensure
work is conducted in a safe and compliant manner. This
is often referred to as “General Duty of Care” & is linked
to responsibilities imposed in the OH&S Act 2004.
Owners Corporation needs to establish that the
contractor has:
• Suitable qualifications and is competent to conduct
the assigned task
• Has adequate insurance (public liability, work cover
and professional indemnity)
• Has appropriate OH&S practices in place to safeguard
employees, tenants and visitors
These obligations will vary with the size/scale of the task.
Most contractors abide by the rules however the onus is
on Owners Corporation to ensure safe and competent
practices are in place.

EXIT SIGNS SAVE LIVES
In commercial properties, safety is the number one reason
to have Exit signs clearly marked on doors, stairways, halls
and elevators. Under the legislation, they must be visible at
all times and properly located on, above or adjacent to the
designated exits and doors.
Common non-compliant and dangerous Exit sign locations
are where an Exit sign is badly placed in relation to where
the exit is and also when it is positioned at an Exit door that
is permanently locked or unable to provide egress.
It is important for Landlords to know that Exit signs are
maintained in good working order at all times. Regular
checking of these safety facilities is a requirement of the
Australian Building Regulations. All maintenance checks
have to be recorded in an appropriate logbook and
immediate steps taken to rectify any faults found.
Exit signs are installed in the locations determined by the
Building Code of Australia and in accordance with
AS/NZS 2293.1

Need more Information?
Maintaining the safety of your property is
paramount to protecting your investment.

AESI Services:
•
•
•
•
•

Asbestos Property Reports
Essential Safety Measures
Evacuation Plans and Training
Occupational Health & Safety
Repairs and Maintenance
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